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OverviewOverview

Dr Basawantrao Malipatil is a highly skilled and experienced MedicalDr Basawantrao Malipatil is a highly skilled and experienced Medical
Oncologist based in Whitefield, Bangalore. With an illustrious careerOncologist based in Whitefield, Bangalore. With an illustrious career
spanning over 18 years, he has made significant contributions to thespanning over 18 years, he has made significant contributions to the
field of Medical Oncology. Dr Malipatil currently practices at Manipalfield of Medical Oncology. Dr Malipatil currently practices at Manipal
Hospital Varthur Road, providing exceptional patient care andHospital Varthur Road, providing exceptional patient care and
treatment. Dr Malipatil obtained his MBBS degree from Mahadevappatreatment. Dr Malipatil obtained his MBBS degree from Mahadevappa
Rampure Medical College in Gulbarga in 2005. He then pursued an MDRampure Medical College in Gulbarga in 2005. He then pursued an MD
in General Medicine from the same institution, further strengtheningin General Medicine from the same institution, further strengthening
his foundation in the medical field. Driven by a deep passion forhis foundation in the medical field. Driven by a deep passion for
oncology, he decided to specialise in this field and completed his DM inoncology, he decided to specialise in this field and completed his DM in
Oncology from the prestigious Cancer Institute Adyar in 2014.Oncology from the prestigious Cancer Institute Adyar in 2014.
Additionally, he holds a DNB (Diplomate of National Board)Additionally, he holds a DNB (Diplomate of National Board)
certification. He is also a member of MRCP UK (Membership of thecertification. He is also a member of MRCP UK (Membership of the
Royal Colleges of Physicians of the United Kingdom) with an SCERoyal Colleges of Physicians of the United Kingdom) with an SCE
(Specialty Certificate Examination) qualification. No wonder he is(Specialty Certificate Examination) qualification. No wonder he is
considered as the foremost medical oncologist in Bangalore.  Drconsidered as the foremost medical oncologist in Bangalore.  Dr
Basawantrao Malipatil is a Medical Oncologist with extensive trainingBasawantrao Malipatil is a Medical Oncologist with extensive training
and experience in detecting, treating, and managing different cancers.and experience in detecting, treating, and managing different cancers.
He is skilled at giving his patients thorough, individualised care,He is skilled at giving his patients thorough, individualised care,
ensuring they get the finest available alternatives for therapy. Thanksensuring they get the finest available alternatives for therapy. Thanks
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to his significant expertise, he specialises in developing individualisedto his significant expertise, he specialises in developing individualised
treatment regimens based on the particular requirements and medicaltreatment regimens based on the particular requirements and medical
status of each patient. Dr Malipatil is devoted to his work and alwaysstatus of each patient. Dr Malipatil is devoted to his work and always
works to learn about the most recent developments in the field ofworks to learn about the most recent developments in the field of
oncology. To expand his knowledge and experience, he regularlyoncology. To expand his knowledge and experience, he regularly
participates in conferences, workshops, and seminars. In addition, heparticipates in conferences, workshops, and seminars. In addition, he
has contributed to the medical community through his publications. Drhas contributed to the medical community through his publications. Dr
Malipatil has published nine research papers in renowned medicalMalipatil has published nine research papers in renowned medical
journals, sharing his insights and findings with fellow professionals andjournals, sharing his insights and findings with fellow professionals and
researchers. Patients seeking Dr Basawantrao's care can expectresearchers. Patients seeking Dr Basawantrao's care can expect
compassionate and individualised treatment. He favours developing acompassionate and individualised treatment. He favours developing a
solid doctor-patient connection based on open communication andsolid doctor-patient connection based on open communication and
trust. Dr Malipatil takes the time to hear his patients' worries,trust. Dr Malipatil takes the time to hear his patients' worries,
thoroughly explains their diagnosis and available treatments, andthoroughly explains their diagnosis and available treatments, and
stands with them while they navigate the cancer treatment process. Drstands with them while they navigate the cancer treatment process. Dr
Basawantrao Malipatil is a respected physician registered with theBasawantrao Malipatil is a respected physician registered with the
Karnataka Medical Council. He has established himself as a reputableKarnataka Medical Council. He has established himself as a reputable
and esteemed medical oncologist in Bangalore due to his devotion,and esteemed medical oncologist in Bangalore due to his devotion,
skill, and passion for offering top-notch patient care. Medical oncologistskill, and passion for offering top-notch patient care. Medical oncologist
Dr Basawantrao Malipatil is a highly competent and experiencedDr Basawantrao Malipatil is a highly competent and experienced
professional who adds much knowledge and experience to his work.professional who adds much knowledge and experience to his work.
With a patient-centred approach, he aims to give his patients the bestWith a patient-centred approach, he aims to give his patients the best
care possible by customising treatment programs to suit their specificcare possible by customising treatment programs to suit their specific
requirements. He advances the science of oncology by doing researchrequirements. He advances the science of oncology by doing research
and publishing his findings. Dr Malipatil is a tremendous asset to theand publishing his findings. Dr Malipatil is a tremendous asset to the
medical industry because of his dedication to his patients and field.medical industry because of his dedication to his patients and field.
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9 publications9 publications
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